This presentation showcases some of our previous events - we hope you will join us for future ones!

**CONTACT**

[@cookiesandcode](https://www.facebook.com/cookiesandcode)
[@cookiesandcodetu](https://www.instagram.com/cookiesandcodetu)
[tulanecookiesandcode@gmail.com](mailto:tulanecookiesandcode@gmail.com)

We hope to help students interested in computer science and technology develop their interest, build up skills, and connect with the tech communities. We are a source for recruiting opportunities, teaching classes, and various tech-related speaker events. No technical background is required for attending our events.
Build Your Own
Tetris
With Python

Nov 28th, 7pm @ Stanley Thomas 302

No coding experience required!
Contact us for more information
SEP 18 (TUE) | 7PM | STANLEY THOMAS 302

TECH INTERNSHIP PANEL

students share their experience applying to and completing tech-related internships

Contact us for more info
cookiesandcode@gmail.com
facebook@cookiesandcode
tucookiesandcode.com
HOW HE MADE A >$100M IMPACT IN HIS FIRST YEAR?

PATH TO GE: THE CAREER STORY OF A TULANE GRADUATE

Mar 13 • 7:30 PM • Stanley Thomas 302

TYLER BARKER
Software Engineer at GE Digital
Tyler received his PhD from Tulane and is currently employed by GE. He directly manages over 25% of the world’s energy. During the event, Tyler will share his experience and give advice to Tulane Students.
NO tech experience required
ALL welcome! 😊

Machine Learning Cookies
Dec 4th, 7pm @ Greenbaum Kitchen
BUILDING A CULTURE OF CYBERSECURITY

APR 18TH, 5 PM, STANLEY THOMAS 302

MIT'S SLOAN SCHOOL, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
KERI PEARLSON
Keri Pearson is the Executive Director of the Cybersecurity center at MIT Sloan. She has held positions in academia and industry including Babson College, UTexas-Austin, Gartner's Research Board, CSC, and AT&T. Dr. Pearson's research spans MIS, business strategy and organizational design.

TULANE'S COMPUTER SCIENCE CLUB
COOKIES AND CODE
facebook page: @cookiesandcode
email: tulanecookiesandcode@gmail.com
website: tucookiesandcode.com
Apr 24th, 7 pm
Stanley Thomas 302
MAKE YOUR OWN VR APP
LEARN UNITY
FREE CARDBOARD VR HEADSETS

facebook@cookiesandcode
tulanecookiesandcode@gmail.com
tucookiesandcode.com
A BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO QUANTUM COMPUTING

MARCH 20  |  7:30-8:30PM  |  STANLEY THOMAS 302

Tulane postdoctoral fellow Vladimir introduces quantum computing in a fun and easy way. No technical knowledge required!
04.10.18

BLOCKCHAIN
THE TECHNOLOGY BEHIND BITCOIN

TUESDAY | 7:30 PM | STANLEY THOMAS 302

Lead Software Engineer
KEN GAULTER

Ken is a Lead Engineer at LookFar, a New Orleans-based software development studio that works with tech startups. Having first learned about blockchain technology through Bitcoin in 2012, he has continued to learn about the growing field and where it is going.

COOKIES AND CODE
facebook@cookiesandcode
tulanecookiesandcode@gmail.com
tucookiesandcode.com
BLOCKCHAIN:

A digital ledger made up of individual records, called blocks, which are linked & secured using cryptography.
COOKIES AND CODE INVITES YOU TO
AN INSIDER'S GUIDE ON THE GAME INDUSTRY
02.27.2018 • 7PM-8PM • STANLEY THOMAS 302

Our guest speaker, Matt Findley, is the President of inXile Entertainment, Inc., a video game developer. During his speech, he will talk about his 30 years' experience working in the game industry, point out misunderstandings about the industry, and clarify the skills needed for game development careers.

facebook@cookiesandcode
tulanecookiesandcode@gmail.com
tucookiesandcode.com
Web Development Workshop

APR 3 | 7-8PM | STANLEY THOMAS 302

Learn to build your own web page! No technical knowledge required.
CRUSH YOUR CODING INTERVIEW AT FACEBOOK

Brainstorming Solutions

Discussing Problems with the Interviewer

Walking Through an Algorithmic Problem

Coding & Testing on a Whiteboard

APR 16TH, 4-5 PM @ STANLEY THOMAS 302

Paul Chang
Software Engineer at Facebook

Cookies and Code
facebook@cookiesandcode
tulanecookiesandcode@gmail.com
tucookiesandcode.com
Git / GitHub Workshop
MAR 19 | 7PM | STANLEY THOMAS 302

Join Cookies and Code to learn how to access local and remote repositories using Git commands and become familiar with GitHub, one of the most popular coding platforms for collaboration. No experience required.

tulanecookiesandcode@gmail.com
Facebook @cookiesandcode
tucookiesandcode.com
Software Architecture

MAR 12TH; 7-8 PM
STANLEY THOMAS 302

A workshop taking students through the basics of software architecture, distilling domain concepts into domain models and basic relational database design.

*Guest Speaker: George Mauer
George is a Director of Development with Surge Consulting Group and an instructor at Operation Spark. As a software developer and teacher, George is passionate about software technology.

Contact: tulanecoookiesandcode@gmail.com
Facebook: @cookiesandcode
tucookiesandcode.com
//Come join us to solve practice interview questions and demystify the coding interview!

Coding Interview Workshop

Feb 12 → 7PM → Stanley Thomas 302

Facebook: @cookiesandcode
tulanecookiesandcode@gmail.com
tucookiesandcode.com
You are given an array of \( n \) integers and a number \( k \). Determine whether there is a pair of elements in the array that sums to exactly \( k \). For example, given the array \( \{1, 3, 7\} \) and \( k = 8 \), the answer is "yes," but given \( k = 6 \) the answer is "no."
INTRO TO DATA STRUCTURES

Join Cookies and Code to learn the basic data structures and meet other students who are interested in Computer Science. No technical knowledge required and cookies are provided!

Join us on APR 2 | 7PM | STANLEY THOMAS 302

Tree, Graph, Stack, Hashing
There's over 40 trillion gigabytes of data out there. Learn how to make it work for you!

INTRODUCTION TO DATA SCRAPING WITH PYTHON

OCT 29, 2019 | 7PM
STANLEY THOMAS 302

Bring Your Laptop
No Technical Knowledge Required

Join Cookies and Code to learn about data scraping and build your first web scraping program.

Instruction will be given on downloading Anaconda, the toolkit we used for coding.
All majors and all levels welcome!